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Abstract

This paper deals with a dynamic version of the cumulative probit

model� A general multivariate autoregressive structure is proposed

for modeling the temporal dynamic of both regression and threshold

parameters� Conjugate and di�use prior distributions are used for

the variances of the �normally distributed� transition error terms� In�

troducing latent variables for each ordered categorical observation�

statistical inference is done by means of the Gibbs sampler� The app�

licability is illustrated with two examples� The �rst analyzes monthly

business panel data focusing on the e�ect of several covariates on a

speci�c ordered response variable� In the second example results of

the German soccer league 	

��
 are viewed as response from a dy�

namic ordered paired comparison system� Here unknown regression

parameters corresponding to the underlying time�dependent abilities

of the di�erent teams are estimated based on the scores of each game

�win�draw�loss��
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� Introduction

A well�known model for the analysis of ordinal response Yi� i  �� � � � � n in

k  q � � categories �� � � � � k is the cumulative probit model� given by

P �Yi � jjxi�  ���j � x�i�� j  �� � � � � q�

The vector of covariates for observation Yi is xi� �  ���� � � � � �q�� is the

unknown threshold vector with restriction �� � �� � � � � � �q� � is the

unknown regression parameter vector and � denotes the standard normal

distribution function� This model can be derived by introducing latent va�

riables Zi  �x�i� � �i� connected to Yi by

Yi  j �� �j�� � Zi � �j� j  �� � � � � k

where �i has standard normal distribution� ��  �� and �k ��

Recently Albert � Chib ��		�� presented a Bayesian analysis of the cu�

mulative probit model by Gibbs sampling� In this paper we will generalize

this approach to ordinal panel data Yti� t  �� � � � � T � i  �� � � � � nt� A time�

dependent structure of the unknown parameters �t and �t� t  �� � � � � T can

be modelled by a general multivariate autoregressive model� including all im�

portant members for trend or seasonal modeling like a random walk of any

order� a local linear trend model and so on�

This autoregressive model is a generalization of the state space approach

for time series given in Carlin et al� ��		�� and for categorical time series

given in Carlin � Polsen ��		��� These authors propose a Gaussian transition

equation

�t  F�t�� � ut ut � N����u� ���
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for modeling the dynamic of unknown time�dependent parameters �t� Ho�

wever� this approach does not allow singular covariance matrices �u of the

normally distributed error random variable ut� Therefore it does not contain

important models like a random walk of second order or a simple �exible

seasonal component� In contrast� our autoregressive model �AR model�

zX
l��

Fl�t�l  ut ut � N����u�

covers all these models� For z  � we obtain an equivalent to model ����

Let us consider two simple examples of an univariate AR model� A ran�

dom walk of second order is given by z  �� F�  �� F�  �� and F�  �

and a �exible seasonal component of period �� is simply given by z  �� and

F�  � � �  F��  �� There are two additional di�erences to the usual state

space approach� originating in Kalman Filter methodology� First we have no

initial state vector ��� This is a small but natural change� since there is no

data for t  �� so estimation of �� is not of main interest� Secondly we put

di�use priors on our initial values ��� � � � � �z� This way of modeling missing

prior information is not easily incorporated in the Kalman �lter algorithm�

one approach is outlined in Ansley � Kohn ��		��� It should be mentioned�

that this transition model is also useful for a Bayesian analysis of other types

of time�dependent data �like nominal or metrical panel data��

Fahrmeir ��		�� already proposed a method for the analysis of ordinal

panel�data� the extended Kalman �lter� His approach leads to posterior

mode and curvature estimation� Here the general tool is Gibbs sampling�

allowing a fully Bayesian analysis including posterior density estimation �see

Carlin et� al�� �		�� and model selection by Bayes factors �see Raftery� �		���
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Because of the recent popularity of Markov chain Monte Carlo methods neit�

her the methodology of Gibbs sampling nor these applications will be outlined

here� The reader is referred to the references cited above as well as to the

papers of Smith � Roberts ��		�� and Tierney ��		���

The posterior mean is used as a point estimator of unknown regression

and threshold parameters� Hyperparameters �e�g� �u� are treated as random

variables with appropriate prior speci�cation� So inference is in contrast to

Fahrmeir ��		��� where posterior mode is used and hyperparameters are de�

terministic� The proposed algorithm is easily implemented� because it needs

only samples from inverted gamma and �possibly truncated� normal distri�

butions� It should be noted that the presented model is a quite general tool�

since it is also suitable for ordinal time series �nt � �� and survival data

�q  �� see Fahrmeir� �		���

In Section � the proposed model is outlined� One part is the response

or observation model which connects observations with both regression and

threshold parameters using latent variables� The other part is the transition

model which speci�es the variation of regression and threshold parameters

in time� Section � outlines the implementation by Gibbs sampling specify�

ing the necessary complete conditional densities� Finally Section � gives two

illustrative examples of the broad applicability of this approach to applied

statistical problems� A result� concerning the complete conditional distribu�

tion of �t in an AR model is proofed in the appendix� This result is used

several times in Section ��

�



� Model Speci�cation

Observation model

For given covariate vector xti ordinal response Yti� t  �� � � � � T� i  �� � � � � nt

is given in k  q�� categories �� � � � � k� Assume that Yti is caused by a latent

continuous variable

Zti  �x�ti�t � �ti� �ti � N��� ��

due to the threshold mechanism

Yti  j �� �t�j�� � Zti � �tj� j  �� � � � � k�

From these assumptions it follows that the response variable Yti is determined

by the cumulative probit model

P �Yti � jjxti�  ���tj � x�ti�t� j  �� � � � � q� ���

The thresholds �t� and �tk are set to �� and � respectively for all t�

��t�� � � � � �tq�� is called the threshold parameter vector �t and �t the regression

parameter vector�

Transition model

We split up �t into a trend and a seasonal component� �t  �Tt � �St and

assume that the parameter vector �t as well as both components �Tt and �St

follow a speci�c AR model

z�X
l��

Fl�t�l  ut ut � N����u�

z�X
l��

Gl�
T
t�l  wT

t wT
t � N����T

w�
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z�X
l��

Hl�
S
t�l  wS

t wS
t � N����S

w��

for example a local linear trend model for �t� a random walk of second order

for �Tt and a �exible seasonal component for �St � Without loss of generalityF��

G� and H� are assumed to be identity matrices� We put �independent� priors

on the unknown initial values ��� � � � � �z� � �
T
� � � � � � �

T
z�

and �S� � � � � � �
S
z�
� We

consider these priors as di�use� by that we mean a normal prior with in�nite

variance as outlined in the appendix� All random variables in the model�

which are not obviously dependent are assumed to be mutually independent

�i� e� �t� ut� wT
t and wS

t ��

� Implementation of the Gibbs sampler

A Gibbs sampling analysis �see for example Smith � Roberts� �		�� needs

samples from the complete conditional densities of each unknown parameter�

given all the others� For simplicity we �rst consider the case without a seaso�

nal component �St � that is �t  �Tt � At the end we will sketch the general case�

Now we have the unknown parameters �t� �t �t  �� � � � � T �� the unknown

latent variables Zti �t  �� � � � � T i  �� � � � � nt� and the unknown covariance

matrices �u and �w� which also are treated as random variables� Let Zt be

the vector �Zt�� � � � � Ztnt�
�� Let Z�� �� and �� be abbreviations for Z�� � � � � ZT �

��� � � � � �T and ��� � � � � �T � respectively� Finally let Y � denote the whole data�

To implement the Gibbs sampler we require samples from the following com�

plete conditional distributions�

�tj�s��t� �
�� Z���u��w� Y

� � �tj�s��t� Zt��u

�



�tjj�
�� �tk ��tj � �s��t� Z

���u��w� Y
� � �tj j�t�j��� �t�j��� �s��t� Zt��w� Yt

Ztij�
�� ��� Ztk ��ti� Zs��t��u��w� Y

� � Ztij�t� �t� Yt

�uj�
�� ��� Z���w� Y

� � �uj�
�

�wj�
�� ��� Z���u� Y

� � �wj�
�

In the following we will derive all these complete conditional densities� shortly

denoted by p��tj � and so on�

��� The Complete Conditional Densities

Using the results of the Appendix and Bayes�s theorem� the complete condi�

tional density of regression parameter �t is given by

p��tj � � ���t� Atat� At�p�Ztj�t��

where ���t� Atat� At� denotes the multivariate normal density function with

argument �t� mean Atat and covariance matrix At� The speci�c values of At

and at follow from the chosen AR model for �t� p�Ztj�t� can be written as
ntQ
i��

p�Ztij�t�� due to the mutual conditional independence of Zti� i  �� � � � � nt�

Let Xt denote the matrix �x�t�� � � � � x
�
tnt

��� Because of the normality of Zti it

follows that

�tj � N�Btbt� Bt� with B��
t  A��

t �X �
tXt and bt  at �X �

tZt�

So we just have to sample from the multivariate normal distribution�

Again using the results of the Appendix� the complete conditional density

of the threshold parameter �tj is given by

p��tj j � � ���tj� Ctct� Ct� 	 �Dtj
��tj��

�



here �Dtj
denotes the indicator function for the interval Dtj� The values of

Ct and ct follow from the chosen AR model for �t� So �tj j has a truncated

normal distribution restricted to

Dtj  �maxfmax
i
fZti � Yti  jg� �t�j��g�minfmin

i
fZti � Yti  j � �g� �t�j��g�

�maxf
g  ��� minf
g  ��� This means� that the samples �tj have to

follow the restriction for �t ��t�j�� � �tj � �t�j��� and in addition the restric�

tion caused by all these Zti with Yti  j �Zti � �tj� and by all these Zti with

Yti  j � � ��tj � Zti�� Sampling from the truncated normal distribution

can be done by simple inversion �see Devroye� �	��� or a more sophisticated

method� see the work of Geweke��		���

Due to the de�nition of the model� Ztij has a truncated normal dis�

tribution with mean �x�ti�t and unit variance� It is restricted to the inter�

val ��t�j��� �tj�� where j is given by the value of the corresponding response

Yti  j�

In most cases the covariance matrix �u �or �w� in an AR model is a

diagonal matrix� So it is su�cient to consider the independent components�

Let 	�i and uti be the i�th component of diag��u� and ut respectively� By use

of Je�rey�s improper prior speci�cation p�	�i � � 	��
i the complete conditional

distribution of 	�i is given by

	�i j � IG

�
��T � z��
��

�
�

�

TX
t���z�

u�ti

���
�
A �

where IG denotes the inverse gamma distribution� By use of an informa�

tive conjugate prior speci�cation 	�i � IG�ai� bi� the complete conditional

 



distribution of 	�i is given by

	�i j � IG

�
�ai � �T � z��
��

�
�

bi
�

�

�

TX
t���z�

u�ti

���
�
A �

It has turned out in our simulation studies� that we get good results with

Je�rey�s prior� Nevertheless� when 	�i � �� the Gibbs sampling algorithm

runs into numerical problems� which means� that it is not converging� Besag

� Green ��		�� call this phenomenon a !computational black hole! occurring

in single component updating schemes like the Gibbs sampler� To avoid this

�and of course in case of prior information� an informative prior is a good

alternative�

��� How to Include a Seasonal Component

Now both components of �t  �Tt ��
S
t follow an �independent� ARmodel and

a generalization to that case is straightforward� The obvious change we have

to make is to sample from the complete conditional distributions of �Ttj � �
S
tj�

�T
w and �S

w� instead of sampling from �tj and �w� The last two distributions

are covered by Section ����� and the �rst two are given by

p��Ttjj � � ���Ttj� Ctct� Ct� 	 �Dtj
��Ttj�

and p��Stjj � � ���Stj� Etet� Et� 	 �Ftj
��Stj�

where

Dtj  �maxfmax
i
fZti � Yti  jg� �t�j��g��

S
tj�minfmin

i
fZti � Yti  j��g� �t�j��g��

S
tj�

and

Ftj  �maxfmax
i
fZti � Yti  jg� �t�j��g��

T
tj�minfmin

i
fZti � Yti  j��g� �t�j��g��

T
tj��

�



��� Parameter Estimation

Since Gibbs sampling leads to samples from the joint posterior distribution�

posterior moments can be estimated by Monte Carlo integration� For ex�

ample the estimator of the posterior mean is simply the arithmetic mean of

these samples� It is not necessary to use independent samples� so we can

implement one long Gibbs run and average all samples after a !burn�in!�

Estimated posterior mean � posterior standard deviation for t  �� � � � � T

will be called !naive con�dence band!�

� Real Data Applications

��� Business Data

We apply our approach to monthly business microdata� collected by the IFO

institute in Munich� It is based on a questionnaire� answered by �� �rms

of a speci�c branch from January �	�� to December �		�� This data was

previously analyzed by Fahrmeir ��		�� and Fahrmeir � Nase ��		�� with

Kalman �lter methods leading to posterior mode estimation� The response

variable !production plan! is given in three categories� !decrease! ���� !no

change! �� and !increase! ���� Its conditional distribution is assumed to

depend on the covariates !orders in hand!� !expected development of the

state of business for the next � month! as well as on the production plans

of the previous month� These three covariates are all trichotomous� which

leads to �"� dummy variables� denoted by A�� A� �orders in hand�� G�� G�

�expected state of business development� and PE�� PE� �production plans

of the previous month� with !decrease! as the reference category� For more

details on this data see Fahrmeir � Nase ��		���

	



In our analysis we assume a random walk of �rst order for �t and �Tt and a

simple �exible seasonal component with period �� for �St � To obtain smooth

estimates for �t and �Tt � we choose an informative prior with expectation and

standard deviation equal to ������ for the components of �u and �T
w� For

the components of �S
w we set expectation and standard deviation equal to ��

The resulting estimates of �St show a strong seasonal pattern �Figure ���

whereas the estimates of �Tt are nearly time constant �Figure ��� The esti�

mates of the components of �T
w are ���� � and �����	 for lower and upper

threshold�trend respectively� The estimates of �t are very similar to those

obtained in Fahrmeir � Nase ��		��� Only the variable G� for expected in�

crease of !development of the state of business for the next � month! shows

a signi�cant temporal variation �Figure � and �� with a low around �	���

when a new government was established in Germany�
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��� German Soccer Data

In the �rst division of the German soccer league �� teams meet twice within

each season giving each team the home court advantage once� We analyze

data from the full season �		�#�		� with T  �� days of games� The result

Yti of one game is given in three ordered categories� win ���� draw ��� and loss

���� Similiar to the ideas of Fahrmeir � Tutz ��		�� a dynamic ordered paired

comparison system is assumed� The components of �t represent the abilities

of each team changing over time� Due to identi�ability reasons one has to

impose a further restriction� Here we set the ability �t��� of the last team �in

alphabetic order� to zero� Note that the more natural restriction
P��

i
�ti  �

can be achieved after estimation simply by subtracting the average ability at

time t from $�t� As usual in models for ordered paired comparison data� it

is assumed that the di�erence in ability of two competing teams a�ects the

probability of win� draw and loss� The �possibly time�varying� home court

advantage is represented by the unknown threshold parameters �t�

For de�nition of the covariate vector consider one speci�c game Yti� when�

let say� team � is playing at home against team �� Then the covariate vector

xti consists of zeros except the third and the �fth components� which are set

to � and �� respectively� The model equation ��� now specializes to

P �Yti � j�  ���tj � �t� � �t�� j  �� ��

so the ability of team � minus the ability of team � at time t a�ects the

�cumulative� probabilities of win� draw and loss�

In our analysis we use conjugate priors for the components of �u with ex�

pectation and standard deviation equal to ���� for the components of �w we

��



use Je�rey�s noninformative prior� We model the dynamic of the ability and

the threshold parameters with a random walk of �rst and second order re�

spectively� Two questions are of interest� Is there a signi�cant !Beckenbauer

e�ect! when later champion FC Bayern M�unchen dismissed coach Erich Rib�

beck and hired Franz Beckenbauer at the middle of the season �t  ���%

Secondly we focus on the �t and will compare the observed and �tted �nal

table�

Figure � shows the estimated threshold parameters together with obser�

ved cumulative frequencies $�tj transformed into the same scale by ����$�tj��

Note that for t  �� and t  �� no game was lost and therefore transformed

observed cumulative frequency ����$�t�� is equal to � and is not plotted� In

Figure � the abilities of the six best teams are shown� This picture is in close

agreement with the leading position of Eintracht Frankfurt for the �rst ten

playing days as well as the !�nal spurt! of Kaiserslautern at the end of the

season� Finally Figure  shows the estimated ability within corresponding

��



naive con�dence band of Bayern M�unchen� There is no signi�cant but a

noticeable increase after coach substitution �t  ���� Figure � shows obser�

ved and �tted points of the �nal table� One team gets two points for a win

and one point for a draw� so the �tted points are calculated by �	estimated

probability of win � �	estimated probability of draw� There is a close agree�

ment between observed and �tted points so the model seems to be quite

appropriate�
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Appendix� The Conditional Distribution of �t in an

AR Model

Assume that parameter vector �t follows an AR model

zX
i��

Fi�t�i  ut t  z � �� � � � � T

with F�  I and independent starting values ��� � � � � �z� normally distributed

with mean �t and covariance matrix �t� t  �� � � � � z� Let the error term ut

be independent normally distributed with mean zero and covariance matrix

�u and of course independent of the starting values�

Then the conditional distribution of �tj�s��t��u is a multivariate normal

distribution N�Atat� At�� where the terms At and at are de�ned by

A��
t 

����	
���


���
t �

min	z�T�t
P
j���z�t

F �
j�

��
u Fj t  �� � � � � z

min	z�T�t
P
j��

F �
j�

��
u Fj t  z � �� � � � � T

and

at 

�����	
����

����

t �t �
min	z�T�t
P
j���z�t

F �
j�

��
u

�
zP

i���i��j

Fi�t�j�i

�
t  �� � � � � z

�
min	z�T�t
P

j��

F �
j�

��
u

�
zP

i���i ��j

Fi�t�j�i

�
t  z � �� � � � � T

�

Proof�

By Bayes�s theorem� the density p��tj�s ��t��u� is proportional to����	
���


p��t�
min	z�T�t
Q
j���z�t

p��t�jj�t�j��� � � � � �t�j�z��u� t  �� � � � � z

min	z�T�t
Q
j��

p��t�jj�t�j��� � � � � �t�j�z��u� t  z � �� � � � � T�

��



For simplicity let us just consider the case z � t � T � z
 the formulas for

the endpoint cases can be derived in a similar manner� Then we have

p��tj�s��t��u� �
zY

j��

p��t�j j�t�j��� � � � � �t�j�z��u��

where p��t�jj�t�j��� � � � � �t�j�z��u� is the density function of a normal dis�

tribution with mean �
Pz

i�� Fi�t�j�i and covariance matrix �u� Therefore

�� log p��tj�s��t��u� is� up to a normalizing constant� a sum of z � � terms�

zX
j��

��
�t�j �

zX
i��

Fi�t�j�i

��

���
u

�
�t�j �

zX
i��

Fi�t�j�i

��


zX

j��

��
zX

i��

Fi�t�j�i

��

���
u

�
zX

i��

Fi�t�j�i

��


zX

j��

��
�t � F��

j

�
zX

i���i��j

Fi�t�j�i

���

F �
j�

��
u Fj

�
�t � F��

j

�
zX

i���i��j

Fi�t�j�i

���
�

Combining these quadratic forms �see for example Box � Tiao� p� ���� leads

to the desired result�

�

Using noninformative prior distributions for the starting values ��t  � and

���
t  �� t  �� � � � � z�� these formulas simplify to

A��
t 

min	z�T�t
X
j�max	����z�t


F �
j�

��
u Fj t  �� � � � � T

and

at  �

min	z�T�t
X
j�max	����z�t


F �
j�

��
u

�
zX

i���i��j

Fi�t�j�i

�
t  �� � � � � T�

The use of noninformative priors for the starting values is a natural choice�

often leading to symmetric results for the beginning and the end of the series

�	



p��tj�s��t��u�� For example� consider a random walk of second order of a

scalar �t�

�t  ��t�� � �t�� � ut� ut � N��� 	�u��

Then the conditional distribution p��tj�s ��t� 	�u� is normal with mean

��t�� � �t�� �t  ��

���t�� � ��t�� � �t���
� �t  ��

���t�� � ��t�� � ��t�� � �t���
� �t  �� � � � � T � ��

���t�� � ��t�� � ��t���
� �t  T � ��

��t�� � ��t�� �t  T �

and variance

	�u �t  ��

	�u
� �t  ��

	�u
� �t  �� � � � � T � ��

	�u
� �t  T � ��

	�u �t  T ��
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